Wild Pacific Trail:
Economic Generator
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People come to the region specifically to
hike the Wild Pacific Trail, and when they get
here, they’re drawn by our other amenities
The Wild Pacific Trail is the vision of local resident
‘Oyster’ Jim Martin, the project’s driving force since the
late 1990’s. Winding through some of the most scenic
and rugged parts of the west coast of Vancouver Island,
the trail has risen in popularity from being TripAdvisor’s
top-ranked destination on the Island, to the top-ranked
destination in the entire province.
Abby Fortune, Ucluelet’s Director of Parks and
Recreation, said that the trail is a tourist destination all
on its own, boosting revenues for accommodation and
other hospitality providers.

factor in recruiting and retaining people in communities
like Ucluelet,” said Fortune.
Barbara Schramm is the president of the Wild Pacific Trail
Society, and she knows firsthand the impact the trail has
had on bringing new residents to the region.
“People will start businesses or work remotely just to
live here,” she said. “I couldn’t even quantify how many
people have moved here because of the trail, but I can
tell you that half of the Board of Directors of the Society
– including our Chairman - moved here because of this
amazing asset.”
Construction of the most-recent segment of the trail
alone generated approximately 176 person-days of
employment, but it’s the longer-term economic activity
that brought ICET to the project.
“ICET’s share of the funding was the key to us being able
to leverage the other contributors, and together, we’ve
now got a world-class tourism asset in our community,”
Fortune said. The Wild Pacific Trail’s increasing media
profile as the top attraction in BC is spurring increased
high value tourism activity, as well as business,
residential and resort development, cementing the trail’s
role as a key economic generator for the community.
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